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NOW IT'S AS EASY AS A B C...+D
TO COMPLETE YOUR BACK VOLUME COLLECTIONS

ALFRED JAEGER, INC.
www.ajaeger.com
Int'l Periodical - Back Volume Specialists For Over 40 Years

A - Appraisals for tax and insurance purposes
B- Back volumes - Over 45,000 titles in inventory
C - Collection Development Specialists
Comprehensive (Our inventory + publishers + vendors)
+D - Document Delivery - The final step for back volume completion

Alfred Jaeger, Inc.
66 Austin Blvd.
P.O. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
Phone (631) 543-1500
Fax (631) 543-1537

E-Mail: jaeger@ajaeger.com
IS IT CONVERGENCE?

IS IT CONVENIENCE?

IS IT CURRENT?

IN A WORD... yes!

Now you can order netLibrary eBooks through Blackwell's. Right this second, we have 35,000+ eBook titles, representing a wide range of scholarly publishers. And that list grows every day.

You can order netLibrary eBooks using your usual Blackwell's ordering processes. Online through Collection Manager. Electronic ordering, Email. Fax and of course, regular mail.

We've integrated netLibrary titles into Collection Manager, so you can view and track your entire order activity in one easy-to-access, easy-to-use location. No additional burden to your workflow.

Yes. That's the right answer to the eBook ordering question and it comes first from Blackwell's Book Services.

www.blackwell.com

BLACKWELL'S BOOK SERVICES

Oxford + Portland + Blackwood + Sydney
Discover ingenta library services • ingenta is now three world-class systems in one. The new ingenta service offers the most comprehensive collection management and document delivery tools available • all from a single point. Experience the power of ingenta: online library services that offer control and patron satisfaction.

- Full text access to 4,300 e-journals from 180 publishers
- Secure, subsidized unmediated ordering
- Cost capping by time limit or patron type
- Comprehensive usage reports
- Reveal Research Alerts

Experience ingenta: www.ingenta.com
Scaling New Heights
Bowker puts you on top of the literary world

With over 4.5 million records and 130 years of literary expertise, Bowker has a depth and breadth of coverage that's unrivaled in the book industry. We feature both Children's and Forthcoming Book Rooms. We offer a never-before-available browseable and searchable PAD database that alone lists over 165,000 publishers, imprints, distributors and wholesalers.

Z39.50 compliant Hooks to Holdings allows librarians and patrons to search and download information into a variety of automation systems without worry.

booksinprint.com has added textbook sources, Tables of Contents for thousands of books, direct ordering from Brodart and a link to order from Allbrís rare and hard to find titles.

Now, for the first time, Global Books In Print is on the Web! This leading international bibliographic database has over 30 criteria allowing versatility in searches of over 6.8 million English language titles from the U.S., U.K., Canada and Australia. Titles from New Zealand and others coming later in 2001!

globalbooksinprint.com includes over 450,000 annotations, 680,000 reviews, 37,000 review citations, and 178,000 cover images. Advanced Search includes inventory levels from over 20 U.S. and Canadian suppliers; 15 full-text review sources; 10 review citation sources; fiction and non-fiction quick filters, plus more!

Give us a try and get the results you need!
Call 1-888-9BOWKER (926-9537)
for more information.

Bowker Canada, 75 Clegg Road, Markham, Ontario L6G 1A1 • phone: 1-888-926-9537 • fax: 905-479-6266 • stephanie.turnbull@bowker.com
You can. Introducing ProQuest Health™ designed with lay users in mind. Dependable healthcare information that’s current, comprehensive, and easy to search. It covers an incredible range of topics, from surgical procedures to nutrition. All in language that’s easy to understand. Plus, unlike many Web-based healthcare databases, the information comes from only the most trusted sources such as ProQuest’s periodical and newspaper databases, World Book Encyclopedia, adam.com’s Medical Illustrated Encyclopedia, Medical Economics, Inc.’s PDR Family Guides, and much more. So the information is always credible, dependable, and monitored. ProQuest Health. One incredible body of information. www.proquest.com.

For more information, call 800.521.0600 x3183 or x3452.
The Industry Standard for Over 125 Years

American Society of Civil Engineers

Journals & Periodicals
PRINT • ONLINE • CD ROM

Core Collection in the Field
Aerospace Engineering
Architectural Engineering
Bridge Engineering
Cold Regions Engineering
Composites for Construction
Computing in Civil Engineering
Construction Engineering and Management
Energy Engineering
Engineering Mechanics
Environmental Engineering
Geotechnical & Geoenvironmental Engineering
Hazardous, Toxic, and Radioactive Waste Management
Hydraulic Engineering
Hydrologic Engineering
Infrastructure Systems
Irrigation and Drainage Engineering
Leadership and Management in Engineering
Management in Engineering
Materials in Civil Engineering
Natural Hazards Review
Performance of Constructed Facilities
Professional Issues in Engineering Education and Practice
Structural Design and Construction
Structural Engineering
Surveying Engineering
Transportation Engineering
Urban Planning and Development
Water Resources Planning and Management
Waterway, Port, Coastal, and Ocean Engineering

Tradition of Excellence
For over 125 years, ASCE Journals and Periodicals have continued to deliver state-of-the-art technical and professional information that advances the practice of the civil engineering profession. The journals continue their tradition of information integrity through the reliability of peer review, their comprehensive scope of coverage, and the continuity and consistency of a journal program that has been at the forefront of publishing civil engineering information. The American Society of Civil Engineers knows what it takes to deliver excellence in journals and periodicals.

Premiere Information Outlet for Civil Engineers
ASCE's Journals & Periodicals are the leading source of current research and applications for civil engineering professionals worldwide. It's where the leading civil engineering experts from around the world publish their ideas, opinions, and research. Over 1,500 academic and practitioner-oriented articles published each year deliver cutting-edge concepts and technologies that drive the profession forward.

ASCE Online Journals Harness the Latest Digital Technology
The most powerful civil engineering research tool available online, this electronic library of all 29 ASCE Journals and Periodicals provides full-content, fully-searchable journal articles in an online environment built for speed and easy navigation. Now have at your fingertips a wider world of civil engineering research and applications.

- CrossRef Reference Linking. With ASCE as a participating partner in CrossRef, your patrons can follow a trail of research as never before. CrossRef allows researchers to click on reference citations in ASCE journal articles and immediately link to the bibliographic records of more than 70 other scientific and technical publishers’ articles. (available 2002)

- Extended Online Archive—1995 to the present. As part of your 2002 subscription, you will get access to all online archive issues for the journal(s) you subscribe to – from 1995 to the present – at no additional cost. (available 2002)

- Contents Alert. This FREE alerting service by E-mail provides advance notice of the tables of contents for ASCE Journals & Periodicals. (available 2002)

- FREE Civil Engineering Database (CEDB). Provides free access to over 90,000 bibliographic and abstracted records from ASCE journals, proceedings, and other publications. Link directly from the journal search results to the online article.

Access the ASCE Online Journals Program and Civil Engineering Database at:

www.pubs.asce.org

For more information, contact ASCE:
Ph: 1-800-548-ASCE (2723), or 703-295-6300
E-mail: marketing@asce.org
More than a century in the making.

Less than a minute to behold.

**PsycINFO** the comprehensive electronic resource from the American Psychological Association. Covering more than 1,600 scholarly journals and 1.7 million abstracts in the social and behavioral sciences, from 1887 to today. Unmatched in its depth. Unequalled in its breadth. The premier bibliographic database for exploring psychology and its wider applications to business, medicine, law, education, family, and more.

Now, take research to the next level of understanding with **PsycARTICLES**, offering immediate electronic access to the full text of journal articles published by APA and allied organizations. Precision searches. Authoritative results. PsycINFO and PsycARTICLES. Available directly from APA or through leading database vendors. Where a world of research comes clearly into view.

For a **FREE 30-DAY TRIAL** of PsycINFO and PsycARTICLES, or for more information, call 800-374-2722 or 202-336-5650, E-mail psycinfo@apa.org, or visit www.apa.org/psycinfo.

APA is pleased to announce that cited references will be added to the PsycINFO database in 2002.
Service isn’t everything...

...until you need it.

Sure, Faxon can provide you with the most comprehensive e-journal service in the industry.

And yes, our premier web interface — kLibrary — helps simplify all your major serials tasks while providing you with an unparalleled array of bibliographic features.

But, when you need immediate assistance, it’s the one-on-one, personal attention that counts.

At Faxon, we rank client support as high as any of our online services. Our client service representatives are the most knowledgeable in the business, providing a level of service that goes beyond the simple transmission of information to you — we offer a thorough understanding of what you and your library really need.

Moreover, Faxon's reputation as an industry leader was built on service, and it has been our cornerstone for over 100 years. Add to that an exceptional line of products that helps you maintain both your print and electronic collections year-round, and you've got a winning combination.

To learn more, visit us online at www.faxon.com. Or contact a sales representative at 1-800-766-0039, ext. 3311, or sales@faxon.com.
Fall Announcements

REFERENCE

Supreme Court Cases on Gender and Sexual Equality, 1787–2001
Edited by Christopher A. Anzalone
640 pages • 0-7656-0683-6 HC $124.95

Supreme Court Cases on Political Representation, 1787–2001
Edited by Christopher A. Anzalone
720 pages • 0-7656-0710-7 HC $134.95

Political Parties of Eastern Europe
A Guide to Politics in the Post-Communist Era
Janusz Bugajski
736 pages • 1-56324-676-7 HC $199.95

A Financial History of the United States
Three-Volume Set
Jerry W. Markham
1336 pages • 0-7656-0730-1 HC $349.00
Prepub price $299.00 expires 11/30/01

Encyclopedia of Women in American History
Three-Volume Set
Edited by Joyce Appleby (Vol. 1), Eileen Chang (Vol. 2), Joanne Goodwin (Vol. 3)
Sharpe Reference
768 pages • 0-7656-0038-6 HC $299.00
Prepub price $269.00 expires 12/31/01

ASIAN STUDIES

A Kabuki Reader
History and Performance
Edited by Samuel L. Leiter
An East Gate Book
384 pages • 0-7656-0704-2 HC $74.95

Tigers’ Roar
Asia’s Recovery and Its Impact
Julian Weiss
An East Gate Book
240 pages • 0-7656-0703-4 HC $58.95

How Asia Got Rich
Japan, China, and the Asian Miracle
Edith Terry
An East Gate Book
464 pages • 0-7656-0355-1 HC $85.95

Sokiai
Extortion, Protection, and the Japanese Corporation
Kenneth Szymkowiak
An East Gate Book
208 pages • 0-7656-0779-4 HC $56.95

BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

Paying for Performance
An International Comparison
Edited by Michelle Brown and John S. Heywood
304 pages • 0-7656-0752-2 HC $66.95

The Expansion of Economics
Toward a More Inclusive Social Science
Edited by Shoshana Grossbard-Shechtman and Christopher Clague
272 pages • 0-7656-0677-1 HC $74.95

Seeking Shelter on the Pacific Rim
Financial Globalization, Social Change, and the Housing Market
Edited by Gary Dymski and Dorene Isenberg
364 pages • 0-7656-0690-1 HC $99.95

Globalization of Unequal National Economies
Players and Controversies
Adam Zwass
304 pages • 0-7656-0731-X HC $79.95

The New Entrepreneurs of Europe and Asia
Patterns of Business Development in Russia, Eastern Europe, and China
Edited by Victoria E. Bonnell and Thomas B. Gold
326 pages • 0-7656-0775-1 HC $86.95

HISTORY/PolITICAL SCIENCE

The Hidden Campaign
FDR’s Health and the 1944 Election
Hugh E. Evans, M.D.
208 pages • 0-7656-0855-3 HC $29.95

The Fight of the Century
Jack Johnson, Joe Louis, and the Struggle for Racial Equality
Thomas R. Hietala
416 pages • 0-7656-0722-0 HC $39.95

The Election of the Century and What It Tells Us About the Future of American Politics
Edited by Stephen J. Wayne and Clyde Wilcox
304 pages • 0-7656-0742-5 HC $65.95

RUSSIAN AND SLAVIC STUDIES

A Normal Totalitarian Society
How the Soviet Union Functioned and How It Collapsed
Vladimir Shlapentokh
352 pages • 1-56324-471-3 HC $66.95

Scandal in a Small Town
Understanding Modern Hungary Through the Stories of Three Families
Marida C. Hollos
236 pages • 0-7656-0740-9 HC $49.95

M.E. Sharpe PUBLISHER
TO ORDER: CALL (U.S.) 800-541-6563 • FAX 914-273-2106 • www.mesharpe.com AD127B
THE ART OF

> INFORMATION

SOLUTIONS

The choice is yours. Create a digital collection from titles covering the breadth of science. Select from a suite of abstracting and indexing databases to provide a rich navigational environment. Elsevier Science offers you a range of information solutions tailored to the specific needs of your research community.

FLEXIBILITY. CHOICE. VALUE.

> The most comprehensive scientific database on the Internet.
> The world's largest network of scientific researchers.
> The value leader for the delivery of STM information services.

www.elseviersciencedirect.com
The Ultimate Online INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY Resource!

Do your patrons or staff wish they had the latest technological development information and data at their fingertips? Do they need around-the-clock access to a comprehensive collection of focused IT journals, magazines and conferences? If so, then your institution needs a subscription to the ACM Digital Library!

The ACM Digital Library includes:
- Over 20 ACM publications and archives
- 15 years of conference proceedings
- Advanced searching capabilities
- Over 50,000 bibliographic citations
- 700,000+ pages of downloadable text

AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

FREE GIFT

Contact ACM and receive a FREE GIFT* for inquiring about the ACM Digital Library for your institution (while supplies last).
Please mention code ADCI-21.

*Limited to one per institution/organization

ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, please contact:
ACM Member Services
e-mail: acmhelp@acm.org
phone: +1-212-626-0500
fax: +1-212-944-1318

CORPORATIONS & CONSORTIA, please contact:
DL Coordinator
e-mail: dl-info@acm.org
phone: +1-212-626-0518
fax: +1-212-944-1318

www.acm.org/dl
Anytime Access

Crash through information barriers, cut through time zones, eliminate paper work – right from your own computer – with ANYTIME ACCESS to your order status.

The current order information available to us on our computer network is now available to you through:

…when you need information about your order RIGHT NOW!

thebookhouse.com

Virtually any order action can be made online – inquiries, claims, cancellations, order verification – right at your fingertips – ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT.

• now with "view only" options
• including standing orders with recent shipment history

Contact us today for ANYTIME ACCESS to all of your Book House, Inc. firm and standing orders.

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.

the BOOK HOUSE inc.
Since 1962
Phone: (800) 248-1146
Fax: (800) 858-9716
e-mail: bhinfo@thebookhouse.com
Online Access to the IEEE Collections: IEL, ASPP and POP

Bring online access to the most highly cited information in electrical engineering and computing to your organization this year. It's FREE with a 2002 subscription to the IEL, ASPP or POP plans.

That's 15 months of access with a 12-month payment for these collections!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2002 IEEE/IEE Electronic Library (IEL) Online</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our most comprehensive online package includes all IEEE and IEE journals, conference proceedings and IEEE standards. More than 700,000 full-text documents since 1988 – a 14 year collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEL online: $84,995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2002 IEEE All-Society Periodicals Package (ASPP) Online</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our core collection of 112 electrical engineering and computing journals. More than 52,000 full-text documents since 1998 – a five year collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP online: $29,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPP print subscribers: add online for just $6,995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2002 IEEE Proceedings Order Plan (POP) Online</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The proceedings of approximately 125 conferences held throughout the world. More than 625 conference titles since 1998 – a five year collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP online: $19,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP print subscribers: add online for just $6,995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2002 IEEE Proceedings Order Plan All (POP All)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online access to approximately 370 current year conference proceedings. More than 1700 conference titles since 1998 – a five year collection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP All Online: $37,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POP Plus print subscribers: add POP All online for just $10,995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Act Today! Email us at onlineproducts@ieee.org or call Judy Brady at +1 732 562 3991 • www.ieee.org/onlinepubs

IEEE

445 HOES LANE, PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854 USA • www.ieee.org
Since YBP released GOBI in 1996, libraries and consortia have taught us a lot about the features they want to select books, to order books, to manage profiles, and to track standing orders. You'll find your own ideas in **GOBI Edition 2™**.

We can't promise to fulfill all your dreams, but we'll give you everything you want online from a book vendor.

**GOBI Edition 2™** is your system.

**GOBI** set the standard for the 20th century. **GOBI Edition 2 will set the standard for the 21st.**
Now available in a new edition!

**Encyclopedia of Physical Science and Technology, 3e**

*EIGHTEEN-VOLUME SET*

**Robert A. Meyers**

This encyclopedia is a compendium of chemistry, molecular biology, mathematics, and engineering.

*September 2001, Casebound, c. 10000 pp.*

**Introductory Price**: $2,900.00 (tentative)

**List Price**: $3,750.00/ISBN: 0-12-227410-5

www.apnet.com/epst/

**IDEA Reference Works**

**Encyclopedia of Ocean Sciences**

*SIX-VOLUME SET*

*WITH ONLINE VERSION***

**John Steele et al.**

This six-volume set contains over 400 original articles covering all aspects of ocean sciences.

*August 2001, Casebound, c. 3500 pp.*

**Introductory Price**: $1,199.00 (tentative)

**List Price**: $1,400.00 (tentative)/ISBN: 0-12-227430-X

www.apnet.com/ocean/

**IDEA Reference Works**

**Encyclopedia of Vibration**

*THREE-VOLUME SET WITH ONLINE VERSION***

**Simon Braun et al.**

This encyclopedia explores the testing, analysis, and control of vibration.

*August 2001, Casebound, c. 1600 pp.*

**Introductory Price**: $799.00 (tentative)

**List Price**: $925.00 (tentative)/ISBN: 0-12-227085-1

www.apnet.com/vibration/

**IDEA Reference Works**

**Encyclopedia of Women and Gender**

*Sex Similarities and Differences and the Impact of Society on Gender*  

*TWO-VOLUME SET*

**Judith Worell**

*September 2001, Casebound, c. 1264 pp.*

**Introductory Price**: $300.00 (tentative)

**List Price**: $399.95 (tentative)/ISBN: 0-12-227245-5

www.apnet.com/mrw/

**Expert Systems**

The Technology of Knowledge Management and Decision Making for the 21st Century

*SIX-VOLUME SET*

**Cornelius Leondes**

*August 2001, Casebound, c. 2200 pp.*

**Introductory Price**: $1,500.00 (tentative)

**List Price**: $1,800.00 (tentative)/ISBN: 0-12-443880-6

www.apnet.com/expert/

**IDEA Reference Works**

**Encyclopedia of Genetics**

*FOUR-VOLUME SET WITH ONLINE VERSION***

**Sydney Brenner and Jeffrey Miller**

This four-volume set is the most comprehensive and authoritative resource on genetics available.

*October 2001, Casebound, c. 2800 pp.*

**Introductory Price**: $845.00 (tentative)

**List Price**: $995.00 (tentative)/ISBN: 0-12-227080-0

www.apnet.com/genetics/

**Handbook of Thin Film Materials**

*Processing, Characterization, and Properties*  

*FIVE-VOLUME SET*

**Hari Singh Nalwa**

This handbook focuses on the processing techniques, characterization methods, and physical properties of thin film materials.


**Introductory Price**: $1,995.00 (tentative)

**List Price**: $2,500.00 (tentative)

ISBN: 0-12-512908-4

www.apnet.com/thinfilmmaterials/

**Frontiers of Life**

*FOUR-VOLUME SET*

**David Baltimore et al.**

Frontiers of Life examines recent scientific advances and their effects on daily human experiences, and addresses the areas of biology demanding the most research in this new century.

*October 2001, Casebound, c. 2400 pp.*

**Introductory Price**: $1,350.00 (tentative)

**List Price**: $1,600.00 (tentative)

ISBN: 0-12-077340-6

www.apnet.com/mrw/

---

*Introductory price expires three months after publication.

***Initial online access included with purchase; ongoing access maintained for a minimal annual fee.

Prices and publication dates subject to change without notice.

©2001 by Academic Press. All Rights Reserved.
On-Line Ordering
Rush Service
Firm Orders
Standing Orders

1-207-774-0331 • Fax: 1-800-214-3895 • 1-800-937-0331
ebc.com
A LIGHTING LIBRARY IN ITSELF

NINTH EDITION

THE IESNA LIGHTING HANDBOOK
REFERENCE & APPLICATION

IESNA Lighting Handbook—9th Edition
ISBN #0-87499-150-9 • List Price: $425.00 • IESNA Member Price: $250.00
Order #HB-9-00

IESNA—We Set The Standards

Call 212-248-5000 ext 112  Fax 212-248-5017  Online www.iesna.org
A great teaching text and reference that belongs in every library

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants
Buchanan • Gruissem • Jones

The combination of superb authors for each chapter, and very complete coverage of the topics of plant biochemistry and molecular biology, make this a volume that should be used in a wide range of courses and on the bookshelf of every serious plant biologist.

— Charles Arntzen
President and CEO Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research, Inc.

In 24 structured chapters (over 1,400 pages and more than 1,100 original drawings plus 500 photographs), Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants provides a boldly contemporary review of its subject, including molecular biology, cell biology, and plant physiology, integrated around the themes of compartmentation, cell reproduction, energetics, metabolism, and development. The CD-ROM of the illustrations increases its utility for teaching.

Published by the American Society of Plant Biologists (formerly the American Society of Plant Physiologists), this major text is the result of years of planning and meticulous development and editing from the top tier of plant biologists working around the world. It is an essential addition to your library and to the available resources for teaching a complex and dynamic subject.

Ordering Information
Order on the Web at aspp.org/biotext
- by phone at (800) 447-3143 or (301) 374-9730
- by fax at (301) 843-0159
- by e-mail at aspp@tasco1.com
- by mail with check or purchase order to:
  ASPB, P.O. Box 753, Waldorf, MD 20604-0753
Prices do not include shipping & handling.
Contact ASPB at the phone numbers or e-mail address above for information.

Hardbound: BIOTXT-01
(ISBN: 0-943088-37-2, $119.95 ASPB members; $149.95 libraries and nonmembers)

Softbound: BIOTXT-02
(ISBN: 0-943088-39-9, $89.95 ASPB members and students; $99.95 nonmembers)

CD-ROM: BIOTXT-CD
(ISBN: 0-943088-40-2, $29.95; free with book orders of at least five copies)

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology of Plants—a major publishing event for and from the community of plant biologists
DISCOVER TWO NEW VIRTUAL JOURNALS

The Virtual Journal of Quantum Information and Virtual Journal of Applications of Superconductivity give users two new online sites with the latest articles in these dynamic fields, drawn from many of the premier publications in the physical sciences. Jointly developed by the American Physical Society and the American Institute of Physics, these freely accessible sites give you quick access to today's cutting-edge research. The growing list of more than 45 participating journals includes Science, Nature, Physical Review, Physical Review Letters, Reviews of Modern Physics, Journal of Applied Physics, The Journal of Chemical Physics, Journal of the Optical Society of America, Medical Physics, Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology, and Annals of Biomedical Engineering. See www.virtualjournals.org.

EXTENDED ONLINE BACKFILES


CONSORTIA LICENSING

AIP's Online Journal Publishing Service (OJPS) platform hosts one of the most important collections of physical science journals online. Publishers include AIP, the American Physical Society, the American Vacuum Society, and MAIK Nauka Interperiodica (the publishing arm of the Russian Academy of Science). For more information, contact Monica Dragovich at mdrago@aip.org.

WWW.AIP.ORG

QUESTIONS?
Give us a call at 516-576-2411 or e-mail mktg@aip.org.
Resources For Libraries

Rittenhouse regularly stocks titles from more than 300 medical and health sciences publishers. Our position in the health sciences publishing industry allows us to provide the latest products and to offer you competitive pricing. Seasonal specials and pre-publication pricing on selected titles are just two ways that we work to strengthen your buying power.

Electronic Services

www.rittenhouse.com Our site provides access to our full inventory database plus special sales information, links to related web sites, and email. Place orders 24/7!

OCLC® and Marcive® Seamless automated bibliographic control and support. PromptCat® from OCLC and bibliographic records from Marcive are all available with no added costs from Rittenhouse.

Rittenhouse Standard Services

• Approval plan, notification slip and standing order services in addition to standard firm orders.

• Shipping, order processing and consolidation to meet customer needs.

• Complimentary Brandon/Hill Medical, Nursing, and Allied Health reprints and monthly update service.

• OCLC PromptCat® and Marcive® card and bibliographic services.

• The Rittenhouse Quarterly Report features subject listings of recently published and forthcoming titles, special offers and discounts, and selected title highlights.

• Annual cost analyses and regular reporting on the health sciences industry and account status.

• Web access to Rittenhouse’s full database and on-line ordering from our warehouse stock of more than 50,000 titles.

• Free shipping on non-rush orders via UPS ground service within the continental U.S.
We may not be the most well-known book distributor, but we do seem to be very popular.

Our customers know about those big book distributors on Wall Street, but they keep coming back for our friendly service here on Main Street.

We may not be one of the corporate giants of the world, but that's just fine with us. Our focus has always been service, not size. We wanted our family business to exhibit the same values of our own family, like hard work, generosity, and kindness. We take good care of the libraries and other customers we serve by tracking down each and every book they request, triple checking orders for accuracy, and making sure we are always available to talk to them in person. We've made it a policy to treat our customers like friends, and as a result, many of them are.

Contact us today. We'd love to help you.

Emery-Pratt

Book Distributors since 1873
1966 W. Main St., Owosso, MI 48867
Phone (toll-free) 1 800 762-5683
Fax (toll-free) 1 800 523-6379
E-mail: mail@emery-pratt.com
Internet: www.emery-pratt.com

The Nicest People in the Book Business
Swets Blackwell is there to help you take control of the complex and time-consuming processes involved in managing electronic content. From rapid set-up of electronic subscriptions to full integration with library management and e-procurement systems and advanced article delivery solutions, we can help.

Our sophisticated aggregator service enables speedy delivery of several thousand e-titles from a multitude of prestigious publishers right to your desktop. Want to learn more?

Visit us at www.swetsblackwell.com/ejs
ACS Publications is #1 in total citations in more than half its ISI® subject categories.

The Most Cited Journals in Chemistry

When you choose journals from the American Chemical Society, you’re choosing the highest quality and value publications in chemistry and related fields.

ACS journals are repeatedly ranked as the top-rated journals in total citations by the ISI® Journal Citation Reports® in such chemistry categories as Analytical Chemistry; Applied Chemistry; Inorganic and Nuclear Chemistry; Medicinal Chemistry; Organic Chemistry; and—naturally—Chemistry.

In addition, ACS journals are the most cited journals in Agriculture; Education, Scientific Disciplines; Environmental Engineering; Environmental Sciences; Food Science & Technology; and Polymer Science—and highly ranked in Biochemistry, Chemical Engineering, Materials Science, Physical Chemistry and Toxicology.

With such new publications as Organic Letters (1999), Journal of Combinatorial Chemistry (1999), Biomacromolecules (2000), Crystal Growth & Design and Nano Letters (both 2001), ACS Publications continues to grow in the service of chemistry and related disciplines. Just like we have since 1876.
The Grove

Dictionary

of Art Online

Over 100 million people have access to
The Grove Dictionary of Art Online
with its advanced search features,
over 130,000 images, latest research updates,
45,000+ articles, and award-winning Index...

Do you?

"...a well designed, current web encyclopedia full of
scholarly articles, ready-reference definitions, and
cogent interdisciplinary essays on art..."

—Library Journal

"...graphically crisp, elegant, and easy to negotiate...a valuable resource for academic and large
public libraries."

—Reference Books Bulletin/Booklist

"A remarkable step in the development of online
research material."

—Choice

Call for Special Prices on
The Dictionary of Art Print Edition

www.groveart.com

The New Grove Dictionary of
Music & Musicians
Second Edition

Now Available In Print and Online!
Your subscription to grovemusic.com
gives you full access to
an integrated music resource including
The New Grove II and Grove Opera,
and coming in November 2001, the addition of
The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz,
second edition!

"The New Grove II... complete with an online version,
continues a long and impressive history...Grove’s should be
commended for producing this online resource...But
whatever its form, this is a musical source for all people
and all times."

—Reference Books Bulletin/Booklist (Starred Review)

"New Grove Online promises to become the most
reliable and comprehensive music site on the web."

—Chicago Tribune

"Libraries that relied on the first New Grove should
welcome its superior print successor."

—Library Journal (Starred Review)

"As the new online version of a major reference work for
music, The New Grove Dictionary of Music and
Musicians on the web is an important tool for anyone
doing music research."

—Library Journal

Print Edition:
1-56159-239-0 • $4850 • January 2001 • 29 volumes hardcover

www.grovemusic.com

Log On for a FREE TRIAL or Contact Your Account Representative at 800 221 2123 ext. 203 Now!
Get connected!
Web access to:
- patents
- scientific literature
- through a single, intuitive interface

axiom.iop.org
Everything you need for your scientific research – intellectual property, prior art and primary content, with comprehensive links to original documents. Visit our Web site for a FREE online demonstration
Who? What? When? Where?

Wilson.

We are the premier publisher of web, CD-ROM and print resources for librarians and researchers. Worldwide.

Whatever type of reference material you need, access it through the WilsonWeb. Our databases feature 700,000 full text articles collected from over 4,000 publications, many now with PDF page images and our abstracts and indexes are unsurpassed. The new Readers’ Guide Retrospective cites over 1,800,000 articles and encompasses material dating back to 1890. H. W. Wilson’s Biography Reference Bank is equally wide ranging. Contemporary and historic figures are profiled in in-depth articles. Nearly 200,000 profiles, the best in biography from Wilson and a wide range of reference sources in the field, are at your fingertips.

Our Standard Catalogs for public, middle and high school libraries, and children’s books and fiction, keep you informed of the best resources. This saves time with acquisitions and collection development and maintenance, enabling readers and educators to make the most of them.

With over 102 years of experience fielding the questions who, what, when and where, the answer is clear: H.W. Wilson. We’re only a phone call or mouse-click away.

H.W. Wilson
Your Reference Point for the Best in Reference Material
800-367-6770 / www.hwwilson.com
Debuting in 2002!

A New Way to Communicate and Visualize Dynamics

SIAM Journal on
Applied Dynamical Systems

Analysis • Animations • Experiments • Color Images

www.siam.org/journals/siads/siads.htm

SIAM is pleased to announce the establishment of our first new journal in over eleven years, SIAM Journal on Applied Dynamical Systems (SIADS). This peer-reviewed, all-electronic journal publishes research articles on the mathematical analysis and modeling of dynamical systems and its application to the physical, engineering, and life sciences.

SIADS is not just another new journal.

We've redefined what's part of the peer-reviewed article: The editors strongly encourage authors to incorporate color, animated visualizations, and internal linking. Papers without these enhancements are accepted as well. All papers are reviewed based on their research content.

SIADS has a distinguished editorial board, headed by the Editor-in-Chief, Martin Golubitsky, from the University of Houston.

duration-six-months

SIADS will be available freely over the Web for 2002!

See for yourself how publishing in dynamics has changed. Please add a link to SIADS on your electronic-journal page in 2002. And join us in the next frontier of publishing in dynamical systems.

Please contact Mary Rose Muccie, Journals Publisher, SIAM, mucie@siam.org, with questions or for more information.
AMR covers over 50 recently-published books each month and reviews about 20 of them. PLUS AMR Online now notifies you when new abstracts are placed in the Database. AMR Online institutional subscribers also get instant IP recognition for faster online connection.

AMR ONLINE DATABASE ALSO CONTAINS...

- Over 2,000 abstracts added to the online database monthly
- Electronic search capability of abstracts from more than 500 international journals updated monthly
- Search the full archive of bibliographic citations dating back to 1989
- All abstracts classified by research area with extensive cross-indexing
- Authors' complete addresses are included
- Publisher information for all journals is provided

Subscribe Now!
One year AMR subscription
ISSN: 0003-6900
Domestic: $684
International Air Service: $813

Website: www.asme.org/pubs/amr
Phone:
U.S. and Canada: 800-843-2763
Mexico: 95-800-843-2763
Outside No. America: 973-882-1167
Fax: 973-882-1717
Email: infocentral@asme.org
Mail: ASME
22 Law Drive
Box 2900
Fairfield, NJ 07007-2900

www.asme.org/pubs/amr
ABC-CLIO, founded in 1953 and privately-owned, publishes top-quality reference works filled with high-interest information. Books, eBooks, databases—whatever the format, our goal is to provide the material you and your users need, in the format you want. And you can be sure that the content is authoritative, relevant, and easy to use. Call or log on for our latest catalog.

Limited Only by Our Imagination

The Fall of 2001 is sure to be a blockbuster, with something for everyone... the building of the Golden Gate Bridge, secrets of the gambling industry, the true identity of Jack the Ripper, and the hot-button issue of educational standards. It’s a diverse fall list covering history, science and the environment, folklore, women’s studies, and much, much more.
**Accelerating the World of Research**

**KluwerOnline**

A dynamic electronic journal service with over 700 research-level and scholarly journals.

**BENEFITS include:**

- Institution-wide access via IP numbers; remote access is also available.
- No requirement to keep print journals with electronic subscriptions.
- Electronic journals can be viewed as PDF files weeks before printed versions.
- CrossRef electronically links article citations to original referenced materials.
- Boolean search engine allows for look-up by key words, titles and/or authors.
- Access available to institutions as standard subscriptions, single-site or multi-site.

**SUBJECT AREAS include:**

- Agricultural, Biological and Environmental Sciences
- Business, Economics, Law and Tax
- Computer Science and Materials Science
- Education, Humanities and Social Sciences
- Engineering, Mathematics and Reference
- Medicine and Health Sciences
- Natural and Physical Sciences

**CONTACT one of our representatives for additional information:**

in North and South America
Kluwer Academic Publishers
101 Philip Drive
Assinippi Park
Norwell, MA 02061
Tel: +1 781 871 6600
Fax: +1 781 871 6528
E-mail: kluweronline@wkap.com

in Europe, Asia, Africa & Australia
Kluwer Academic Publishers
Sales Department, Spuiboulevard 50
P.O. Box 989, 3300 AA Dordrecht
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 78 6592179
Fax: +31 78 6392300
E-mail: sales@wkap.nl

VISIT [www.kluweronline.nl](http://www.kluweronline.nl)
MIDWEST LIBRARY SERVICE
from Gutenberg to McLuhan,
Galileo to galaxies—
We cover a universe of books.

PROMPTLY
From major new titles to the obscure "black hole,"
we waste no time.

ACCURATELY
From invoices to status reports, we get it right.

COMPLETELY
From first shipment to completion,
we offer maximum fulfillment.

COMPETITIVELY
From trade discounts to short, we give you your money's worth.

These four pillars form the foundation of Midwest's many years of service
to libraries. Depend on us as your source for U.S. and Canadian books.
Save valuable time, effort, and expense by relying on our:
- Expertise in automation services
- Exacting customer service
- Commitment to excellence
- Goal of maximum fulfillment

Call on us for  ■ Firm Orders    ■ Standing Orders
■ Approval Programs    ■ Technical Support Services

Midwest Library Service
11443 St. Charles Rock Road
Bridgeton, Missouri 63044-2789 ■ USA
800-325-8833 ■ 314-739-3100
FAX 800-962-1009